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Introduction
The objective of this study is to identify and prioritize sites for stabilization and watershed protection
activities on an approximately one mile reach of Sucker Brook in the City of Canandaigua, Ontario
County, New York. Recommendations concerning best management practices and structures for
stabilization and restoration have been provided. The study also provides baseline data concerning
aquatic habitat and suggests areas in need of attention for future monitoring.
Consistent with the goals of the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council, Hydro Logic Environmental
Solutions has pursued the issue of prioritizing sites for bank stabilization from the perspective of
protection of stakeholder interests (i.e., prevention of property loss) and elimination of sources of
suspended sediment in surface water to reduce the need for future maintenance dredging at the mouth
of Sucker Brook. The effects of stormwater are also a concern when assessing streambank stability
and developing restoration techniques.

Methods
On June 1, 2003 and June 7, 2003, Hydro Logic scientists walked the length of Sucker Brook, from its
emergence from an underground culvert at the Canandaigua Elementary and Middle School property
to Parrish Street at its approach to the state-operated marina on Canandaigua Lake. Information was
collected regarding areas of erosion and aquatic habitat conditions.
Erosion sites were catalogued based upon their location within the reach (with site ID increasing in a
downstream direction) and whether they were found on the left bank or right bank, facing downstream.
At each site where bank erosion was occurring, Hydro Logic collected the following information:
Distance to human-made structures, including roads, bridges and buildings
Approximate slope of eroded banks
Current bank stability (degree of active erosion)
Existing land uses affecting erosion
Soil texture within the bank
Particle sizes in stream bottom substrate
Width of stream at site
Length of eroded bank
Mean water depth in neighboring riffles, runs, pools, and glides
Degree of canopy cover
Species of vegetation along bank and neighboring area
Habitat Assessment
Aquatic habitat was assessed in eleven reaches of approximately equal length (roughly 500 feet each)
along the entire length of Sucker Brook. Habitat in these reaches was evaluated using an empirical
scoring system developed by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, based upon
EPA Rapid Biological Assessment Protocol. This technique utilizes qualitative observations of twelve
parameters. A score of 20 for a given parameter represents optimum conditions. The scores were
added together to provide an overall habitat rating with a maximum possible of 240. The “Habitat
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Assessment Field Data Sheet” can be found in Appendix A. The following parameters were included
in this assessment:
Instream cover. Presence of rocks, coarse woody debris, undercut banks, and recesses that offer
habitat for fish. A higher score indicates a greater occurrence of these features.
Epifaunal substrate. Presence of coarse sediment, including cobbles and large gravel-sized particles,
and degree of riffle zone development offering habitat for macroinvertebrates. A higher score
indicates a greater occurrence of these features.
Embeddedness of coarse particles. Degree to which large particles (gravel and cobbles) are
surrounded by finer sediments and “cemented” into the streambed by these fines. A higher score
indicates less surrounding of coarse-sized particles by fine-sized particles.
Velocity/depth regimes. Variation between and presence of slow-shallow, slow-deep, fast-shallow,
and fast-deep velocity/depth combinations. Higher scores indicate presence and frequent occurrence of
more of these possible patterns within the reach.
Channel alteration. Presence of new embankments, concrete, rock riprap, or gabion walls, obvious
excavation or channel realignment, and bridge abutments or culverts within the reach. Lower scores
indicate greater impact to the channel by these features.
Sediment deposition. Degree of new sediment bar formation, layers of sand and silt in pool areas,
outwash of fines into the stream beneath stormwater outfalls. Lower scores indicate higher levels of
these features.
Frequency of riffles. Riffle zones taken as a percentage of stream reach length, relative to the width
of the reach. Higher scores indicate a greater percentage of riffle zones in the reach per unit length
divided by per unit width.
Channel flow status. Degree to which the stream fills its channel and covers all available streambed
substrate up to the outside of the channel and inside boundary of the streambanks. Higher scores
indicate greater coverage of channel area by water.
Bank stability/condition. Amount of erosion or raw bank observed, also accounting for areas that due
to lack of protection have the potential to become unstable. Higher scores indicate a relative lack of
erodibility or existing erosion activity.
Bank vegetative protection. Percentage of plant cover and expected depth of plant roots stabilizing
soil of banks. Higher scores indicate healthy cover of banks by deep-rooted shrubs and trees.
Grazing or disruptive pressure. Assesses anthropogenic processes such as mowing to the edge,
clearing of vegetation, paving or placement of buildings, grazing or soil tillage along banks and in the
riparian zone. Higher scores indicate less encroachment by these activities.
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Riparian vegetative zone width. Thickness of the zone of undisturbed (riparian) vegetation bordering
the streambanks. Higher scores indicate wider riparian zones and greater distance of human
interference from the stream channel.
Priority Ranking Criteria
Hydro Logic developed a scoring system incorporating several factors relevant to the decision-making
process of restoration prioritization. Please see the attached “Streambank Inspection Priority Ranking
Criteria” sheets (Appendix A). Sites were prioritized for stabilization using a ranking system with
attention to the following criteria:
Degree of threat to structures. The potential for damage to road culverts and bridges, as well as
buildings, was considered to be a top concern in terms of protection of public interests within the
watershed. Hydro Logic placed emphasis on projects that curtailed a genuine risk to property and
transportation infrastructure. Sites scored a greater number of points if they were closer to structures.
The type of structure was also given different weights, with homes and commercial buildings receiving
top priority, followed by bridges, roadways, garages and sheds, with parking areas and fences ranking
lowest in importance.
Approximate contribution of sediment to stream. Hydro Logic used photographic inventory
previously obtained by Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council to evaluate the rate at which erosion is
occurring at each site. Observations regarding soil texture and subsequent erodibility were also taken
into account in ranking potential sediment contribution. Areas of erosion at which the rate of active
soil loss is demonstrably greater were given credits toward higher priority. Also, sites where less
vegetative cover (and consequently, fewer stabilizing root masses) exists on the banks received more
attention in the ranking system, as the rate of erosion at these sites is likely to be higher. Finally, soil
texture was also assumed to play a role in total sediment contribution, as silts are more erodible than
sands, and sands more so than gravels.
Potential feasibility of stabilization measures. Hydro Logic assessed access issues and potential
landowner conflicts (e.g., encroachment onto existing property where re-grading of banks would be
necessary to repair the problem.) Points were assigned to locations at which access and expected ease
of obtaining landowner cooperation do not appear to present an obstacle to implementation. Points
were also earned for sites in proximity to other areas of concern that may be efficiently addressed at
the same time. Points were subtracted in situations where cutting back the bank is necessary, as this
would produce encroachment of slopes onto private properties. Points were also subtracted in areas
where stormwater outfalls are present immediately upstream of the site to be restored. This is because
stormwater outfalls often cause or contribute to localized erosion problems. As these outfalls cannot
be removed, success and longevity of restoration measures could be lessened where stormwater flows
are directed against banks, altering channel velocities and flow patterns.
Severity of eroded bank. Banks with higher (i.e., more nearly vertical slopes) received more points
toward priority than those with more gradual slopes. Banks of greater height were also assigned more
points. The total length of contiguous erosion was also weighted, with longer areas of erosion
receiving more attention. The type of erosion also contributed to estimation of severity, as mass
wasting is considered the most serious form of active erosion, followed by undercutting and then
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sloughing or linear erosion activity. Additional points were assigned if overhanging sod or undercut
vegetation were observed. All of the above factors are related to the potential for future erosion and
likelihood of bank failure.
Degree of threat to aquatic habitat. Sites where existing erosion problems presently are creating a
threat to, or impairment of, aquatic habitat received credits toward higher priority, particularly where
stabilization measures are likely to result in improvements in aquatic habitat. Scores were based
directly upon the aquatic habitat assessment forms (PA DEP, 1996), with marginal habitat areas
receiving more points in the ranking than suboptimal reaches. (This approach was chosen because all
restoration strategies recommended by Hydro Logic will either enhance or have no effect on habitat.
Therefore, sites were evaluated to maximize the benefit to habitat.) Sites with low canopy cover
received higher attention and weighting in this category because tree planting efforts associated with
restoration can contribute the most toward improvement of shading in those situations. Points were
also added for fallen trees that have harmed riparian habitat, trees threatening to fall and rip out
additional bank and further degrade habitat, and stands of invasive species that could be removed
through restoration.

Results
An initial inspection of Sucker Brook was attempted by Hydro Logic on June 1, 2003, following a
major rainfall event totaling 1.7 inches within 24 hours. High water and elevated turbidity at this time
precluded proper travel of the stream corridor and visual assessment of habitat. However, the elevated
flow conditions offered an opportunity to observe erosive forces in action. Hydro Logic took
advantage of this opportunity to document flow from stormwater structures, and to observe the action
of water along banks. Stabilization needs were assessed where access to the site for proper observation
was possible. Vegetation characteristics at accessible sites were also noted at this time.
It was noted that water entering the study reach from the West Branch of Sucker Brook already
exhibited high turbidity prior to arrival at the study reach. Also, stormwater structures flowing
following the precipitation event generally seemed to be discharging clean water. It is therefore
possible that major sediment inputs to Sucker Brook are being generated upstream of the study area,
and a full inspection of the West Branch for erosion sites and other sediment sources may be
warranted. A driving tour of the upper watershed a week later provided evidence of several potentially
significant sediment inputs to the stream.
On June 7, 2003, Hydro Logic scientists walked Sucker Brook from its emergence from a culvert at the
school property on North Pearl Street south to Parrish Street. Full streambank inspection, inventory of
problem areas, and habitat assessment were performed at this time. Sites were assigned identification
numbers increasing downstream and further defined as either “R” for sites on the right bank, facing
downstream, or “L” for sites on the left bank. Hydro Logic has identified 6 sites that are considered
priorities for restoration and stabilization activities. These sites include 6R, 12L, 13L, 10L, 8R, and
10R. It is recommended that 10R and 10L be addressed together, resulting in a total of 5 potential
priority projects within the lower mile of Sucker Brook. Table 1 summarizes scoring and lists sites in
order of ranking.
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Table 1. Prioritization of sites for restoration using systematic scoring.
Priority ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Site number
6R
12L
13L
10L
8R
10R
1L
6L
3L
12R
2R
5R
4R
11R
7R
5L
8L
9L
7L

Score
184
181
178
169
162
155
143
142
135
134
131
129
128
126
125
109
106
105
98

Table 2. Habitat assessment results and total scores using PA DEP/EPA Rapid Assessment protocol.
Reach ID Description
1
East Branch Sucker Brook, culvert to confluence at school
2
Sucker Brook, confluence at school to Gibson Street
3
Sucker Brook, Gibson St. to end of yards south of Park Ave.
4
Sucker Brook, end of yards south of Park Ave. to West Ave.
5
Sucker Brook, West Avenue to Chapin Street
6
Sucker Brook, Chapin Street south to sharp bend
7
Sucker Brook, sharp bend south to Bristol Street
8
Sucker Brook, Bristol Street south halfway to Clark Street
9
Sucker Brook, Clark Street north halfway to Bristol Street
10
Sucker Brook, Clark Street south halfway to Parrish Street
11
Sucker Brook, Parrish Street north halfway to Clark Street
Maximum possible score: 240

Score
86
114
119
167
87
104
113
148
137
132
97

Condition
Marginal
Marginal
Marginal
Suboptimal
Marginal
Marginal
Marginal
Suboptimal
Suboptimal
Suboptimal
Marginal
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Summary of stream inspection and problem areas
Site 1L: This area of erosion occurs south of Gibson Street to the immediate west end of Park
Avenue. Linear sloughing is the erosion process along the bank in this 100-foot section. The bank
contains negligible woody vegetation and is covered predominantly by grass. It appears that the
landowner trims vegetation along the slope as well as maintaining a mowed lawn to the edge. A
garage and shed are located within 20 feet of the stream and would be threatened if the problem were
to worsen. Erosion consists of scattered exposed areas and is at present generally minor, but may
progress due to the lack of deep root systems of plants on the bank Two lawn drains emerge in this
stretch and may contribute to instability. A depositional area occurs immediately downstream of 1L.
Planting of trees and shrubs is highly recommended at this location and would be easily accomplished
at this readily accessible site for minimal cost. Placement of cobbles at the toe of the bank may also
help to curtail the potential for additional soil loss.

Site 1L: downstream view, left bank

Site 1L: upstream view, left bank

Site 2R: Undercutting has produced unstable, vertical banks along this 70-foot stretch of bank just
upstream of the City of Canandaigua construction lot/staging area. A leaning tree is threatening to rip
out additional bank and worsen the problem. A sediment bar along the left bank in this area appears

Site 2R: downstream view, right bank

Site 2R: upstream view, right bank
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to have possibly caused the channel to migrate toward the right bank, contributing to stream energy
against the bank. No threat to structures presently exists at the site, however, this area has the
potential to deteriorate further and monitoring is recommended. Possible restoration practices would
include placement of toe rock and reshaping of the top lip of the bank, followed by planting of bareroot seedlings. Also in the vicinity of this site, on the left bank at the City lot, are extensive stands of
Giant Hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum), a phytotoxic invasive plant (see Appendix C: Invasive
Plant species). Hydro Logic recommends complete eradication of this plant.

Site 3L: downstream view, left bank

Site 3L: upstream view, right bank, stormwater outfall

Site 3L: Slight toe erosion is occurring along the streambank at the edge of the Dobbs service station
parking lot just south of West Avenue. The channel appears to be over-wide in this stretch, probably
due to excavation and channelization during development. The parking area may eventually
experience damage due if the erosion is left unchecked, but at present the threat is minor.
Recommendations for restoration would include a dumped rock toe and planting of bare-root
seedlings or live stakes.
Site 4R: Sloughing and linear erosion processes have produced a 115-foot stretch of moderate
erosion just south of Chapin Street. Although portions of this stretch appear to be stable at present,

Site 4R: downstream view, right bank

Site 4R: right bank
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several areas contain exposed roots that may be a precursor to undermining of existing bank
vegetation. Hydro Logic recommends periodic monitoring of this site for additional deterioration.
Mowing to the edge of a large lawn adjacent to the site may be a contributing factor; however, no
immediate threat to structures exists at the site. Possible restoration strategies would include
placement of dumped-rock or large cobbles at the toe, shaping back the bank, and replanting of the
reshaped bank with bare-root seedlings.

Site 5L: downstream view, left bank

Site 5L: upstream view, left bank

Site 5L/5R: Downstream of site 4R, two sections of eroded bank on the left and right occur in close
proximity to each other. Channel migration appears to be occurring in this section. Undercutting has
occurred beneath a few sizeable trees on both banks, and a sediment bar is present on the right bank
downstream from the undercut area. The erosion is relatively mild; a fence nearby is a potential
concern. Slopes are steeper and more soil is exposed at 5R than at 5L. Recommendations for
stabilization would include relocation of the sediment bar material to the undercut area at 5L,
placement of cobbles along the undercut areas to support the failing banks and curtail additional
erosion, and planting of bare root seedlings and live stakes on exposed soils.

Site 5R: upstream view, right bank

Site 5R: upstream view, right bank
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Site 6R: Significant erosion is occurring at a sharp bend in Sucker Brook midway between Chapin
Street and Bristol Street. The stream has cut into a large land mass, forming an eroded slope over 15
feet high and 160 feet in length where some mass wasting appears to be occurring. Channel

Site 6R: downstream view, right bank

Site 6R: gully, right bank

Site 6R: right bank

Site 6R: downstream view, right bank

migration and meander formation appear to be contributing to erosive forces at this site. Although no
structures are presently threatened behind the bank in this location, monitoring is recommended as
changes in channel morphology and heavy sediment load may increase destabilization of the stream
along this stretch. Recommendations for stabilization of this site include re-shaping of the bank to a
lesser slope and placement of large toe rock, accompanied by bio-technical plantings. These
recommendations are covered in more detail in the Restoration Recommendations section.
Site 6L: Fairly mild linear erosion is occurring along this bank downstream of 6R. The bank
presently supports a dense stand of Japanese knotweed during the summer months. A house is within
40 feet of the bank. Mowing to the edge may be a contributing factor. At present, major property
loss does not appear to be occurring. Restoration would include removal of the Japanese knotweed
and re-planting of the area with dense native vegetation. The benefits of this strategy need to be
weighed against the drawback of temporary removal of herbaceous vegetation that presently appears
to be keeping the bank relatively stable.
Sucker Brook Stream Assessment and Prioritization for Restoration
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Site 6R: land use above right bank

Site 6L: left bank

Sites 7R/7L: Sloughing has created two stretches of moderate erosion occurring in close association
with each other, totaling 200 feet in length, upstream of Bristol Street. Mowing to the edge has
contributed to problems along the right bank. A garage along the right bank within 40 feet of the
stream is mildly threatened by the erosion. Parts of the banks are well-vegetated and stable along this
stretch, although trees close to the eroding areas may uproot and worsen the problem. Hydro Logic
recommends that this area be included in monitoring efforts. Strategies for restoration might include
the placement of toe rock, particularly along the right bank, with plantings consisting of live stakes
and bare-root seedlings or willow wattles above.

Site 7L: upstream view, left bank

Site 7R: upstream view, right bank

Site 8L: Mild linear erosion occurs for a stretch of 60 feet alongside a fence close to the stream.
Mowing to the edge may be contributing slightly to the problem. A leaning tree is present,
threatening further erosion if uprooting occurs. Stabilization measures may include removal of the
tree and planting with bare-root seedlings. Slope of the bank is not excessive, so stabilization should
be readily accomplished.
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Site 8L: downstream view, left bank

Site 8L: downstream view, left bank

Site 8R: Moderate severity sloughing, accompanied by some undercutting, is occurring along an 80foot stretch of stream about 100 feet south of Bristol Street. Erosion is threatening a log cabin within
20 feet of the stream. Mowing to the edge is likely adding to the problem on the right bank. Erosion
has exposed tree roots along this stretch; several large trees may experience uprooting in the near
future. This site has the potential to worsen and requires monitoring. Recommendations for
restoration include some re-shaping, placement of toe rock, removal of leaning trees, particularly a
large stem 30″ in diameter, and planting of vegetation including bare-root seedlings, fascines and live
stakes. These strategies are covered in greater detail in the Restoration Recommendations section.

Site 8R: upstream view, right bank

Site 8R: downstream view, right bank

Site 9L: Mild linear erosion has affected a 44-foot stretch of bank upstream of Clark Street. The area
contains some vertical banks and appears to be the result of channel migration, but does not threaten
any structures. At this time, vegetative cover and root systems partially stabilize the bank.
Recommendations for further stabilization would include the addition of further plantings, including
live stakes, and bare-root seedlings, and placement of toe rock.
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Site 9L: upstream view, left bank

Site 10L: upstream view, left bank

Site 10L: Severe erosion is causing significant bank damage in a 180-foot stretch immediately
downstream of Clark Street, adjacent to the footbridge linking the Rochester Gas and Electric
facilities. Undercutting and some slumping of sod accompany the problem, which is approximately
20 feet from the east parking lot and 40 feet from an associated office building. Mowing to the edge
and channelization activities have contributed to the destabilization of the site. Several leaning trees
may tear out additional bank and add to existing erosion; roots have experienced significant
undercutting in the reach.
Regular monitoring of this area is highly recommended.
Recommendations are covered in detail in the Restoration Recommendations section. They include
significant re-shaping of banks, installation of riprap at the toe, tree removal, and planting using live
stakes and seedlings.

Site 10L: left bank

Site 10L: left bank

Site 10R: Sloughing and undercutting beneath the Rochester Gas and Electric footbridge, and
extending downstream for 100 feet, constitute a significant erosion site. Channelization and
installation of the footbridge appear to have contributed to the problem. Undercutting of tree roots
may eventually cause uprooting and increase erosion. Parts of the bank downstream of the bridge are
fairly stable due to substantial vegetative cover. A parking lot and fence are within 5 feet of the
stream and may experience damage if the issue is not attended to. Monitoring is recommended along
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with the practices covered in the Restoration Recommendations section. Strategies for stabilization
include use of a wooden crib wall or stone wall at the bridge, bank re-shaping, installation of riprap at
the toe, and planting with brush mattresses, live stakes and seedlings.

Site 10R: right bank

Site 10R: downstream view, right bank

Site 11R: Undercutting is occurring along a 70-foot stretch downstream of 10R. Although erosion is
minor at present, leaning trees may collapse and significantly worsen the problem; attention is
recommended through monitoring. Parking for the Rochester Gas and Electric facility is within 15
feet of the stream; thus, potential for damage exists. Restoration strategies may involve removal of
leaning trees and plantings with live stakes and seedlings.

Site 11R: downstream view, right bank

Site 12L: downstream view, left bank

Site 12L: Moderate to severe sloughing and undercutting have affected a stretch of bank over 500
feet in length upstream of Parrish Street. Although parts of this reach do not appear to be actively
eroding at present, the impacted area is contiguous and borders a fence some 20 feet away near the
downstream end. Vertical banks occur in sections, as do leaning and fallen trees and overhanging
sod. Strong potential exists for parts of this site to grow worse with time; therefore, regular
monitoring is a requirement. Migration of the channel toward the left bank appears to be largely
responsible for most of the erosion activity in this area; however, the cause of channel movement
Sucker Brook Stream Assessment and Prioritization for Restoration
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remains unclear. Restoration practices are detailed in the Restoration Recommendations section.
Significant re-shaping of the bank is necessary, along with placement of toe rock in many sections.
Planting may be accomplished by a number of methods, including seedlings, live stakes, brush
mattresses and fascines.

Site 12L: downstream view, debris

Site 12L: upstream view, debris

Site 12L: left bank

Site 12L: upstream view, left bank

Site 12L: downstream view, left bank

Site 12L: downstream view, left bank
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Site 12R: A 25-foot section of linear erosion is occurring adjacent to the parking lot of an apartment
building. Erosion is minor and unlikely to result in structural damage. A leaning tree may eventually
fall and worsen the problem, but undercutting of root systems along the bank has not progressed very
far. Restoration would likely involve removal of the problem tree and planting of live stakes.

Site 12R: downstream view, right bank

Site 13L: left bank

Site 13L: Severe erosion in the form of mass wasting is active along a 50-foot stretch immediately
upstream of Parrish Street a short distance downstream of 12L. A recent slump has brought down a
10 to 12″ tree and several saplings in this area and has begun to undermine a residential concrete
driveway immediately adjacent. The site requires immediate attention and careful monitoring.
Recommendations for stabilization are covered in the Restoration Recommendations section. It is
likely that use of a concrete wall is the only practice that will prevent further damage to the driveway,
outside of relocation of the driveway, in which case riprap might be used.
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Habitat assessment summary
Overall, habitat conditions on Sucker Brook are predominantly impaired by heavy sediment
deposition, which has caused severe embeddedness of gravel and cobbles within a dense coating of
fines. Also, low stream gradient means that riffle zones are fairly low in frequency and width.
In the East Branch of Sucker Brook from the culvert to the confluence, habitat conditions are relatively
poor. Lack of shading, very narrow riparian zone impacted by mowing, and severe sediment
deposition and embeddedness of sediment are major sources of habitat degradation. The stream also
exhibits poor riffle/run/pool pattern development in this area.
From immediately downstream of the confluence to Gibson Street, aquatic habitat is slightly better.
Heavy sediment deposition and bar development is still a major problem. Bank vegetative protection is
poor, and riparian zone width is limited by development activity. Channelization is severe throughout
much of the stretch, with parts enclosed by concrete walls. However, riffle/run/pool development,
variation in velocity-depth regimes, and substrate diversity are better in this stretch.
From Gibson Street to the end of properties south of Park Avenue, aquatic habitat is similar in quality
from the reach immediately upstream. Cementing of cobbles and gravel with sediment impairs
epifaunal substrate, and channel alteration is still significant. Bank vegetation and riparian zone
improve somewhat with progress downstream.
From Park Avenue downstream to West Avenue, habitat conditions are generally good overall. This
reach is a fair model or “reference reach” for aquatic habitat in Sucker Brook. Adequate fish cover and
macroinvertebrate habitat, with a variety of coarse woody debris and submerged rock substrates, exists.
Channel alteration is minimal, bank vegetation is in good condition, and a fairly well-developed
pattern of riffles, runs, and pools emerges.
Between West Avenue and Chapin Street, aquatic habitat becomes degraded. Severe channel
alteration is present, with riprap and gabion dominating the banks. Heavy sediment deposition
diminishes the value of substrates that are present in moderate amounts. Most of the flow through this
section alternates between slow shallow and slow deep, although isolated riffles do exist. Parking lots
and residential properties encroach greatly on the riparian zone.
Below Chapin Street for a distance of 500 to 600 feet, habitat is somewhat better but remains
degraded. A diversity of rock and woody debris substrates generally is not present. A thick coating of
sediment, some of which was noted to be anaerobic, chokes the channel bottom. Riffles are more
frequent than the previous section, however, and riparian vegetation is improved also. Channelization
activity is much reduced in this section relative to the area immediately upstream.
Starting at a sharp bend in Sucker Brook and proceeding downstream to Bristol Street, habitat
conditions remain marginal. Riffle/run/pool patterns are impaired in this reach. Sediment deposition
remains heavy and potential substrates are generally not available, although embeddedness of coarse
particles is not as severe. Bank vegetation is in fair to good condition in this stretch.
Habitat conditions improve noticeably in the reach extending 500 to 600 feet downstream of Bristol
Street. Availability of cobbles, submerged logs, and cover is good, sediment deposition is much lower,
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and channel alterations are minimal. Riffles, runs, and pools are relatively frequent. Bank erosion is
the major impairment through this stretch.
Through the remainder of the distance downstream to Clark Street, substrate diversity remains fair and
sedimentation is moderate. A good variety of velocity/depth regimes are dispersed throughout the
reach, although frequency of riffles declines. Bank erosion remains a significant problem, and the
channel is restricted near Clark Street by a concrete wall that also encroaches on the riparian zone.
Habitat downstream of Clark Street to the end of Rochester Gas and Electric property, although
generally fair in quality, is impaired by severe bank erosion throughout the reach. Substrate diversity
and velocity/depth patterns are adequate, and riffles are generally frequent. Commercial property
encroaches on the riparian zone, and banks are not well protected with vegetation.
From the back of RG&E property to Parrish Street, habitat is marginal. Heavy sediment deposition
coats rock and woody debris substrates that would otherwise create good quality habitat. The reach is
dominated by one velocity/depth regime (slow-deep), so riffle zones are nonexistent except at the very
upstream end of the reach. Although the riparian zone is relatively wide, bank vegetation is in
mediocre condition, and erosion problems are substantial.
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Other problem areas noted

Downstream of Gibson Street, past the end of Park Avenue, several debris piles are present, causing
formation of a sediment bar immediately downstream of them. Stormwater outfalls at Gibson Street,
coupled with lawn drains in the area, may be adding to the sediment load forming this siltation. A
large debris jam is also occurring downstream of the sediment bar caused by a tree fallen from the left
bank.

Debris and sediment bar, left bank, south of Gibson Street

Debris, tree and bicycle, left bank, south of Gibson Street

A long sediment bar formed along the left bank opposite erosion site 2R north of West Avenue. A
large stormwater outfall (approximately 30″ diameter) on the right bank appears to have played a role
in gravel bar formation.

Sediment bar, left bank, north of West Street

Yard debris, right bank, north of Chapin Street

Dumping of yard debris was noted along the right bank immediately downstream of West Avenue
and at the NYSEG substation. Gabion baskets and barrels along the banks, used for stabilization, are
beginning to break apart along this stretch. Concrete is also breaking up at the toe of the left bank. A
silt bar begins north of Chapin Street and continues underneath the culvert, ending at the sloped rock
wall immediately south of the bridge. A debris pile is present along the left bank here.
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Continuing downstream from Chapin Street, another debris pile is found along the left bank.
Sediment here smells of anaerobic decomposition and is blackish in color. Further downstream,
behind the dead end of Ellis Place, a homeowner has cut numerous saplings and deposited them on
the left bank. A sediment bar is present along the right bank just downstream of this point.

Debris, left bank, south of Chapin Street

Overhanging tree, north of Bristol Street

South of the sharp bend in the stream, north of Bristol Street, additional dumping of yard waste over
the banks is present. A tree overhangs the channel from the right bank just north of the Bristol Street
bridge, and two trees overhang from the left bank immediately south of the bridge. A debris pile was
found on the right bank just downstream of the bridge, a product of the landowner trimming back
vegetation. Continuing south, debris is present just downstream of erosion site 8R.

Overhanging trees, south of Bristol Street

Debris, left bank, south of Site 8R

The retaining wall north of Clark Street along the left bank is crumbling in sections, and also has
restricted the channel, causing it to narrow substantially. Downstream of Clark Street, a debris pile
was found on the right bank just south of erosion site 10R. Further downstream, three trees overhang
the creek in the vicinity of erosion site 12L. One of these trees has completely fallen into the creek
and is now collecting a substantial amount of debris; it may later cause a major debris jam. Also in
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this area, a small sediment bar occurs alongside the left bank just upstream of a meander. Just north
of Parrish Street, a yard debris pile is present on the right bank immediately opposite the location
where erosion has undercut a driveway (erosion site 13L).

Deteriorating wall, left bank, north of Clark Street

Debris and tree in stream, south of Clark Street

Overhanging trees, east of RG&E parking

Sediment input from West Branch (left) at confluence
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Table 3. Major species of vegetation observed during stream inspection.
Common name
Boxelder
Norway maple
American basswood
Black willow
Honeysuckle
Dame’s rocket
Black walnut
White ash
Poison ivy
Giant hogweed
Japanese knotweed
Garlic mustard
Common dandelion
Red maple
Reed canary grass
Virginia creeper
Jewelweed
European buckthorn
Black cherry
Staghorn sumac
Black locust
Speedwells
American beech
Multiflora rose
Eastern cottonwood

Scientific name
Acer negundo
Acer platanoides
Tilia americana
Salix nigra
Lonicera sp.
Hesperis matronalis
Juglans nigra
Fraxinus americana
Toxicodendron radicans
Heracleum mantegazzianum
Polygonum cuspidatum
Alliaria petiolata
Taraxacum officionale
Acer rubrum
Phalaris arundinacea
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Impatiens capensis
Rhamnus sp.
Prunus serotina
Rhus typhina
Robinia pseudoacacia
Veronica spp.
Fagus grandifolia
Rosa multiflora
Populus deltoides

Frequency
Abundant
Abundant
Occasional
Occasional
Abundant
Common
Common
Common
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Common
Occasional
Common
Common
Abundant
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Occasional
Occasional
Common
Occasional
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Recommended Plant Species
Table 4. Planting recommendations for predominantly shady sites (including 3L, 4R, 5L, 5R, 6R, 7L,
7R, 8L, 8R, 9L, 10R, 11R, 12L, 13L).
Common name
White ash
Northern red oak
Spicebush
Red maple
Silver maple
Serviceberry
Sweet pepperbush
Northern arrow-wood
Highbush blueberry
Boxelder
Chokeberry
Wild raisin
Elderberry
Winterberry
Silky dogwood
Swamp white azalea

Scientific name
Fraxinus americana
Quercus rubra
Lindera benzoin
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharinum
Amelanchier canadensis
Clethra alnifolia
Viburnum recognitum
Vaccinium corymbosum
Acer negundo
Aronia sp.
Viburnum cassinoides
Sambucus canadensis
Ilex verticillata
Cornus amomum
Rhododendron viscosum

Recommended position on bank
High
High
High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Table 5. Planting recommendations for predominantly sunny sites (including 1L, 2R, 6L, 10L, 12R).
Common name
Northern red oak
Tuliptree
Quaking aspen
Black cherry
Silver maple
Eastern cottonwood
River birch
Green ash
American sycamore
Purple-osier willow
Black willow
Sandbar willow
Chokeberry
Red-osier dogwood
Elderberry
Smooth alder
Swamp white azalea

Scientific name
Quercus rubra
Liriodendron tulipifera
Populus tremuloides
Prunus serotina
Acer saccharinum
Populus deltoides
Betula nigra
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Platanus occidentalis
Salix purpurea
Salix nigra
Salix exigua
Aronia sp.
Cornus sericea
Sambucus canadensis
Alnus serrulata
Rhododendron viscosum

Recommended position on bank
High
High
High
High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to High
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Mid to Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
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Biotechnical Streambank Stabilization Systems
Biotechnical systems use vegetation components alone or in combination with structural components
to stabilize soils. These systems are most successful when utilized to stabilize and protect against
shallow slope failures.
Biotechnical systems become more durable with time as the vegetation becomes established.
Construction activities should be scheduled during the dormant season or during periods when
moisture conditions will favor vegetation establishment, and native or locally adapted plant species
should be used whenever possible. These erosion control systems are designed to withstand heavy
rainfalls immediately after installation. In a biotechnical soil stabilization system, the plant material
itself may provide both the structural and vegetative components of the design.
Biotechnical erosion control systems are typically more cost-effective than the use of vegetative or
structural components alone. Labor costs may be higher due to the cost of harvesting and handling
plant materials however, materials costs are often lower and there are less heavy equipment costs.
Biotechnical erosion control techniques should include the addition of topsoil if the available soil
medium is insufficient to support plant and root growth.
These practices are particularly appropriate for environmentally sensitive areas where wildlife habitat
may be threatened, or in scenic areas such as parks. Biotechnical systems usually require minimal site
disturbance, and often are more compliant with environmental regulations.
The basic principles used when choosing conventional soil erosion control also apply to biotechnical
erosion control. These commonly accepted erosion control principles include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider existing soils, vegetation and topography;
Minimize soil disturbance and retain natural and native vegetation;
Schedule construction to avoid or minimize soil exposure during rainy season;
Vegetate and mulch bare soil areas;
Decrease slope steepness;
Utilize temporary structures in channels to slow runoff velocities;
Keep sediment on-site by using sediment basins or barriers; and
Inspect and monitor sites frequently and correct problems or failures promptly.

Benefits of vegetation in biotechnical systems
Vegetation plays an especially important role in controlling rainfall erosion. Foliage and plant residues
slow rainfall velocity and prevent soil detachment by raindrop splash, root systems physically bind soil
particles, and plant residues increase soil organic matter and porosity, increasing infiltration and
thereby decreasing runoff amounts.
Herbaceous vegetation and grasses are more effective than woody vegetation in preventing surficial
erosion because they provide a dense groundcover, therefore seeding is an important component of
biotechnical streambank stabilization systems. Live stakes or poles are primarily created from woody
species such as willow (Salix sp.) and dogwood (Cornus sp.) that provide vigorous root growth from
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adventitious roots (originating from stem wood). Live cuttings of these species should be soaked in
water for 5 to 7 days before planting to swell roots and leach out anti-rooting hormones.
Vegetation also protects slopes against mass wasting in several important ways. Roots mechanically
reinforce a soil by transferring shear stress in the soil to tensile resistance in the roots, evapotranspiration and interception in the foliage limits or delays buildup of positive pore water pressure,
and anchored and embedded stems act as buttresses to counteract downslope shear forces. In addition,
some biotechnical practices, such as live fascines and brush layers, act as conduits to drain subsurface
flows and alleviate water pressure.
Large woody vegetation concerns
Biotechnical systems typically do not include plant species with massive root structures or weighty
above-ground biomass. The potential for uprooting due to high winds or currents, or undercutting and
mass bank failure can severely reduce the stability of the slope. Large trees are recommended only for
top of bank planting zones, where they can provide habitat and canopy cover, and intercept excess
groundwater that can be potentially damaging to bank stability.
Limitations of biotechnical soil stabilization
Streambank stabilization practices that include vegetative components are heavily reliant on
environmental and cultural factors, including soil moisture, soil health, shade, climate and land use.
Soil nutrient levels and pH should be adjusted to optimize planting success, the project site must be
monitored frequently to ensure adequate water supply for establishing root systems, and canopy
removal may be necessary to provide sufficient sunlight for plant growth.
Most plant species used in biotechnical systems must be harvested, handled and installed during
dormancy, which often does not coincide with construction timeframes. Refrigeration of plant
materials may be necessary to allow for coordination with structural bank stabilization activities. In
the Northeast, fall plantings are possible, but not recommended, due to the insufficient growing season
available for root establishment.
The above biotechnical streambank stabilization discussion was adapted from Bio Draw 2.0, Salix
Applied Earthware.
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Restoration Recommendations
Site 6R – Meander South of Chapin Street
An unusually large land formation, perhaps a remnant of a drumlin, presents the opportunity to select a
variety of techniques to stabilize the site. Undercutting of the upper profile of the 15-foot high south
bank virtually necessitates that bank re-shaping be done on at least the upper bank. Sufficient open
space is available to reshape the entire bank profile to a 1:2 slope, however the landowner may be
reluctant to consent to the loss of usable land, as no structures are threatened. The bank toe is fairly
stable along most of the reach, although seepage from the upper bank has caused some gully formation
which, if left unchecked, may cause massive bank failure associated with a large storm event.
Hydro Logic recommends re-shaping
the bank to a minimum slope of 1:1,
minimizing the impact on private
property to 15 feet of slope. The
somewhat poorly drained soils in this
reach contribute to bank instability due
to soil water pressure, therefore a
riparian buffer of 20 feet at minimum,
currently lacking, should be planted at
the top of bank to assist in
groundwater uptake.
Bank toe stabilization should consist
of either placed toe rock riprap or coir
rolls, and willow or dogwood wattles.
Access to this site is good from the
end of Ellis Place, on the north side of
the stream, as well as from the
landowner’s property on the upper
bank. Toe rock treatment for this site need not be extensive; a single row of 18″ to 24″ rock should
provide sufficient toe protection if used in combination with willow or dogwood wattles.
Alternatively, coir rolls (fiberschines) may be used in place of toe rock, to preserve a more natural
stream appearance.
Coir Rolls
Coir rolls are manufactured from coconut fiber. The rolls are usually available in diameters of 12", 18"
or 24", and in lengths of twenty feet. The roll consists of tightly packed coconut (coir) fiber wrapped
in heavy coir netting. The tough porous fiber holds water well and is suitable for inserting plants
directly into the fiber. See Appendix B for an illustration of the use of coir rolls.
Coir rolls are generally applied at the toe of stream banks as a type of soft armor. Coir rolls provide a
substrate for plant growth and facilitate sedimentation behind the roll by capturing sediment, mineral
and organic materials. Hydro Logic recommends that shade-tolerant live dogwood stakes be installed
into the coir roll.
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Wattles
Wattles are live branch cuttings, usually willows, bound together into long, tubular bundles used to
stabilize slopes and stream banks. Both wattles and live fascines are true biotechnical practices. The
live branches and live stakes provide the biological element while the stems, rope ties and wedge
shaped wooden stakes all combine to provide the structural elements. As a streambank stabilization
practice, wattling is typically used for long eroded slopes, gullies or slumped areas. This technique is
most effective when accompanied by other planting materials such as seedlings, transplants and
grasses; wattles installed alone enhances conditions for natural invasion and the establishment of other
plants from the surrounding plant community, which may result in undesirable re-vegetation in some
sites. See Appendix B for an example of willow wattle installation.
If the slope at this site is re-shaped to 1:2, wattles should be placed at 4-foot intervals, in 4 rows along
the contour. With a 1:1 slope, the wattles should be placed at 3-foot intervals, in 5 rows. The first row
of wattles should be placed directly behind the toe rock or coir rolls. Initial slope preparation should
consist of broadcasting conservation grass seed mix and a layer of erosion-control fabric should be laid
perpendicular to the slope and draped into wattle trenches prior to placing the wattles. As a final step,
shade-tolerant bare-root seedlings should be planted through the fabric. Some plant species more
suited to sunny conditions may be used along the upper bank in the buffer area, including Northern
Red Oak, Tuliptree and Quaking Aspen.
Estimated excavation costs for this project range from $75 to $80 per linear foot assuming a 1:2 slope
is constructed, plant material costs of approximately $2800 (including labor to prepare wattles), and
coir roll costs of $1800 for a total of $17,400. A steeper slope of 1:1 will reduce excavation costs, but
would be the added costs for toe rock would increase construction costs to up to $90 per linear foot, for
a total project cost of $17,200 (this does not include coir roll costs).
A third, and less costly option, involves removing only the upper 3 to 4 feet of upper bank (the “lip” of
the bank) back to a 1:2 slope as a temporary measure to minimize mass-wasting failure from undercut
sod. With this practice, wattles cannot be installed on the lower, steeper slope. Live willow or
dogwood stakes would be inserted in the bank face at 2 to 3 foot intervals. A disadvantage to this
option is the anticipated difficult access in placing live stakes in the mid to upper slope in the center of
the site. Hydro Logic recommends this practice only if the previously discussed alternatives are costprohibitive. This practice is estimated to be $50 to 60 per linear foot for excavation and rock toe
placement, and $400 for plant materials, for a total project cost of $10,000.
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Site 12L – North of Parrish Street
Several factors contribute to the
placement of this site as a high priority
candidate for restoration. The banks
are vertical in many sections, and
undercut sod and leaning trees, as well
as the length of the affected reach
warrant robust protection measures.
Hydro Logic suggests that banks along
this 500-foot section should be reshaped to a 1:3 slope to minimize
additional soil loss. The potentially
most successful practice to protect the
slopes would include placement of
rock riprap at the bank toe, and
application of erosion-control blankets
above the rock, with soil-stabilizing plantings installed through the fabric.
Vegetated Rock Riprap
Rock riprap would consist of a single layer of small boulders (approximately 24″), with cobbles placed
in the voids as “chink” rock. With the use of erosion-control blankets, vegetative treatment may
include bare-root seedlings on the mid and high bank, and live willow stakes on the low bank within
the rock voids. Rock toe treatment provides a long-lasting slope protection from base flow erosive
forces, while fabric and seedlings in combination supply added protection upslope from annual storm
events. Additional treatment should consist of broadcasting a conservation grass seed mix on the bare
slope under the erosion-control fabric before installation of seedlings. An cross-sectional layout of
vegetated rock riprap can be found in Appendix B.
This technique typically has a cost of $70 to $80 per linear foot, including materials, equipment and
contractor labor, totaling $40,000, and assuming volunteer labor for the planting component. Plant
materials costs are estimated at $850 to $900 for bare-root seedlings, live stakes and erosion-control
fabric, for a total project cost of $40,900. Access to the site is good from 80 Parrish Street, and a small
excavator could perform most of the bank shaping and rock work directly from the stream channel.
The disadvantages include the potential to introduce large quantities of soil during construction and
while bank vegetation is establishing. Erosion-control blankets generally bio-degrade within two to
three years, providing fairly sufficient time for some root establishment.
An alternative stabilization technique consists of installation of coir rolls, brush mattressing and bareroot seedlings. This completely vegetative technique would not require the use of rock, and therefore
would result in a more natural streambank appearance. Hydro Logic recommends that shade-tolerant
live dogwood stakes be installed into the coir roll.
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Brush Mattress
A brush mattress is both a stabilization and re-vegetative technique that provides an immediate
protective covering to a slope or streambank. A brush mattress is typically constructed using live
willow or dogwood branches or other species that root easily from cuttings. Bare-root seedlings may
be planted within the mattress and/or higher on the bank to provide additional opportunity for plant
establishment. Finally, the mattress should be covered with a loose layer of topsoil, seeded with
fescues and ryegrass, and kept moistened to encourage rooting.
Streambanks which are in jeopardy of being scoured due to high erosive forces, such as in effect in the
downstream reach of Sucker Brook, can be rapidly stabilized by installation of a brush mattress along
the eroding reach. The dense layer of brush in the mattress deflects water from the bank, provides
protection from surficial erosion and also provides habitat directly along the water’s edge. See
Appendix B for an illustration of brush mattress installation.
This application of coir rolls, brush mattress and bare-root seedlings carries an estimated cost of $40 to
$60 per linear foot for excavation, and up to $5900 for coir rolls, seedlings, and willow cuttings and
supplies to construct brush mattresses, depending on the availability and sizing of the rolls, totaling up
to $35,900. This practice is more manual labor intensive than the previous alternative, but heavy
equipment costs involve only bank re-shaping, and in some areas along this site the slope is acceptable
and needs no further work. If a volunteer labor force is unavailable, costs may be further increased.
With this practice, stream de-watering or sediment isolation structures are only necessary during bank
shaping, minimizing the impact on aquatic habitat.
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Site 13L – Private Driveway, Parrish Street
Damage to the nearly vertical streambank from ice scour has undermined a concrete driveway for a
distance of about 25 feet. The property could undoubtedly suffer further damage along the driveway
from a large storm event, freeze/thaw, or ice scour. Currently, the undercutting and exposed soil
extends approximately 2 feet under the concrete slabs; high flow conditions may cause further
encroachment.
There are few options available to protect this site due to its proximity to the stream channel. Removal
of all bank vegetation, including trees, and construction of a stacked rock or concrete block wall would
provide stability to the driveway. This activity would require augmenting the scour area with fill from
the adjacent bank, a difficult procedure, or removal and replacement of the overhanging slabs after
backfilling. Bank treatment would consist of installing interlocking concrete blocks or a pinned
stacked rock wall for a distance of up to 100 feet. Construction costs for heavy rock projects such as
this range from $200 to $300 per linear foot, for a total project cost of up to $30,000, not including the
cost of replacing portions of the driveway. This practice does not allow for the use of vegetative bank
stabilization techniques, and is generally out of the scope of expertise of the authors.
Hydro Logic recommends relocating the driveway. Depending on where the eastern boundary of the
affected property lays, relocating the driveway to the east of the house may provide more long-term
protection of natural resources and property. However, sufficient width exists between the building
and the streambank to shift the driveway closer to the structure, which would provide for bank reshaping to a 1:1 or 1:1.5 slope, space permitting, and replanting with soil stabilizing vegetation. If this
option is feasible, Hydro Logic suggests installation of vegetated rock riprap as described in the
recommendations for site 12L with live fascines and seedlings placed above the rock. Outside of the
costs associated with removal and relocation of the driveway, which should be provided by the
landowner, construction costs for this alternative would total $11,000; plant materials, including
fascines, bare-root seedlings and live stakes, are estimated at $300.
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Sites 10L and 10R – South of Clark
Street – Rochester Gas & Electric
A narrow riparian area, proximity of
parking lots on both banks, and a
footbridge that also serves as a conduit
for utilities all present challenges to
selecting bank stabilization practices for
this site. Banks are vertical on both
banks immediate below the bridge and
tree roots are exposed and undercut. It
is likely that some trees may detach
from the bank, potentially causing
damage to structures or vehicles.
Hydro Logic recommends installation of
a stacked rock or concrete block wall
along both the right and left banks
immediate under the bridge, beginning
on the right bank south of the existing concrete wall, and at a corresponding point across the channel
on the left bank. Downstream of the bridge, the rock wall may assume a more gradual slope as space
permits on each bank, for a distance of approximately 50 feet. Caution should be taken during
construction not to damage conduits under the bridge or utilities may be re-positioned during
construction. Prior to construction, several undercut and leaning trees should be removed to facilitate
operation of equipment within the stream channel, and to protect against further bank failure. The rock
wall height should be designed to retain flows from at minimum a 50-year storm. Slopes above the
rock should be planted with shade-tolerant bare-root seedlings and seeded with hardy grasses to
intercept parking lot runoff. Slopes downstream of the rock wall may be treated with rock riprap and
joint plantings, and bare-root seedlings above the rock. Construction costs range from $130 to $160
per linear foot for stacked rock, totaling $16,000, and rock riprap construction is estimated at $70 to
$80 per linear foot, for a total of $14,400. Plant material costs are estimated at $500, and include live
stakes for joint plantings, bare-root seedlings and grass seed. The total project cost for this alternative
is $30,900.
An alternative technique for stabilization at the footbridge is a wooden crib wall, anchored into the
bank, backfilled with soil and planted with live stakes and seedlings. This practice has a shorter life
expectancy than hard armoring, but is aesthetically more pleasing and less damaging to aquatic habitat.
A wooden crib wall may also qualify for grant funding as a demonstration project. This technique
requires rock toe protection, and is typically is less costly than a rock or concrete wall, with unit costs
of $70 to $80 per linear foot. If logs are available as a donation from a local public forest, costs may
be further reduced. The total cost for this option is estimated at $23,300, including $900 for plant
materials.
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Site 8R – South of Bristol Street
Hydro Logic has determined that
severely undercut roots, vertical
banks, threat to aquatic habitat and a
log home within 20 feet of the
stream necessitate addressing bank
erosion on this site. This reach of
Sucker Brook exhibits suitable instream habitat in comparison to other
sections of the project reach, and
should
be
protected
against
degradation. Several small trees and
one 30″ tree on the bank adjacent to
the cabin are severely undercut, and
may cause major bank failure if soil
moisture conditions and/or stream
flow
and
velocity
increase
substantially during a storm event or
snowmelt.
To properly stabilize the streambank, it is recommended that it be re-shaped to a 1:2 slope, given that
the distance to the structure does not allow for a more gradual slope, and all trees be removed, a
recommendation that may be unpopular with the landowner. To provide toe protection, 18″ to 24″
dumped rock should be placed to an approximate height of three feet along the existing toe, which
currently has a 1:5 to 1:6 slope along the water’s edge. Additional bank protection can be provided
with two rows of willow or dogwood wattles, placed at 3 foot intervals on a contour with the channel,
and underlain by erosion-control blankets. Site access is excellent through the landowner’s property.
Construction costs, including excavation, tree removal and rock work ranges from $65 to $75 per
linear foot, totaling up to $6000, and plant materials, including wattles, bare-root seedlings, erosioncontrol fabric, live stakes and grass seed, total $600, for a total project cost of $6600. A strictly
vegetative treatment is not recommended for this site, which has experienced considerable soil loss
since the August 2002 inspection.

Disclaimer
This report is provided as an assessment of stream conditions at the time of inspection only. Hydro Logic Environmental
Solutions shall not be responsible for degradation of natural resources or failure of streambank stabilization techniques
installed as recommended and described in this report. Recommendations are based upon best professional judgment of the
authors using data collected during a preliminary stream inspection only. To fully evaluate feasibility of practices, a full
engineering survey, soils analysis, and hydrological/hydraulic analysis are necessary. These services are beyond the scope
of this report. Cost figures are provided as general estimates only, and should be verified prior to seeking project funding.
Stream disturbance permits must be obtained from New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers prior to commencing in-stream work.
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Concluding remarks
The lower mile of Sucker Brook faces significant problems of erosion and sedimentation, with
aggradation of fine sediments occurring throughout the reach. Unfortunately, these issues require a
multi-faceted approach in order to be adequately addressed, and streambank stabilization and
restoration is only a small part of that approach. As the Canandaigua Lake Watershed Council already
recognizes, stormwater management is a key component in improving conditions in Sucker Brook
from a physical, chemical, and biological standpoint. Additionally, Hydro Logic believes that there is
merit in consideration of potential sources of sediment and other pollutants in the predominantly
agricultural and developing sections of the upper watershed, given elevated turbidity levels in the west
branch of the stream during storm events above its confluence with the main stem of Sucker Brook.
Education is perhaps the resource manager’s most powerful tool in the process of watershed
restoration. Certain landowner practices were observed repeatedly during Hydro Logic’s inspection of
Sucker Brook that are detrimental to bank stability. Specifically, these include installation of concrete,
riprap, and gabion along banks to increase stability without creating floodplains to dissipate stream
energy, mowing of lawns to the edge of the stream and top of the bank, removal of woody vegetation
on the bank, and dumping of debris and yard waste over the bank. Armoring of banks forces the
energy of the stream against the opposite, unarmored bank, causing erosion. Where both banks are
armored, energy may instead be dissipated by erosion further downstream. Removal of vegetation,
particularly trees and shrubs, eliminates the natural ability of the deeper root systems of woody plants
to hold soil in place. Dumping of yard waste, in addition to possible impacts to water quality, may
result in debris being washed into the stream during flood events and creating debris jams. Proper
education of private landowners and businesses will discourage these practices. Meanwhile, positive
effects on the stream can, in turn, be realized through encouragement of planting of appropriate
vegetation in areas that are presently denuded. Community efforts to promote riparian plantings and
stream cleanups both increase public awareness and give residents ownership of the stream and a sense
of pride in their surroundings.
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Appendix A: Data Collection Forms

Streambank Inspection Priority Ranking Criteria

Date: __________________

Stream: __________________________

Site #: _____________

Road Crossing: ____________________________
Proximity and threat to structures
________ Distance to structure:

<10 ft (20)
51-100 ft (5)

11-20 ft (13)
>100 ft (1)

________ Type of structure:

historic building (20)

home or commercial building (17)

roadway (11)

21-50 ft (9)

garage or outbuilding (7)

parking lot (4)

bridge (14)
fence (2)

________ Subtotal
Severity of eroded bank
_______ Slope:

Vertical (20)

1:1 (11)

_______ Overhanging sod:

add 3 pts.

_______ Undercut woody vegetation:

add 5 pts.

_______ Bank height:

>15 ft (20)

_______ Length of eroded bank:

501-600 ft (20)
151-200ft (12)
26-50ft (4)

_______ Type of erosion:

mass wasting (20)

10-14 ft (14)
401-500ft (18)
101-150ft (10)
1-25ft (2)

1:2 (6)

1:3 (1)

5-9 ft (8)

<5 ft (3)

301-400ft (16)
76-100ft (8)

undercutting (15)

201-300ft (14)
51-75ft (6)

sloughing (10)

rill and gully (7)

_______ Subtotal

Habitat conditions
_______ Habitat Assessment (total score from Habitat Assessment Field Data Sheet):
Poor (20)
Marginal (14)
Suboptimal (8)
Score: (0-60)
(61-120)
(121-180)
_______ Canopy cover:

1-20% (10)

_______ Fallen trees:

add 2 pts. per tree

_______ Leaning trees:

add 5 pt. per tree

_______ Presence of non-native invasive plants:

21-40% (8)

41-60% (5)

small stands: add 2 pts.

Optimal (2)
(181-240)

61-80% (2)

81-100% (0)

monoculture: add 4 pts.

_______ Subtotal
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Potential for restoration effectiveness or feasibility
_______ Proximity to other eroding sites:

within 50 feet of another identified problem site: add 5 pts.
within 100 feet of another identified problem site: add 2 pts.

_______ Longevity of restoration practice: >20 yrs (20)

11-20 yrs (13)

4-10 yrs (7)

1-3 yrs. (1)

_______ Access:

(20-16) No structures or trees impede access, site is easily accessed from roadway
(15-11) Few trees to remove, or access is from a culvert
(10-6) Some trees to remove, or site is over 100 ft from a roadway
(5-1) Many trees to remove, or site is over 200 ft from a roadway, or access is steep

_______ Property Loss:

Subtract 2 pts for every 10 ft necessary loss of property from bank reshaping

_______ Stormwater outfalls or other discharges (if not addressed with restoration project):
Subtract 5 pts.
(existing outfalls may have an erosive effect on adjacent or proximate eroding streambanks, therefore
restoration or protection of streambanks may require addressing the impacts of discharges)
_______ Subtotal
Potential for Sediment Contribution
_______ Soil texture:

Silt (10)

Sand (7)

Clay (5)

_______ Exposed soil on bank:

Percent exposed soil x 20 (ex. 70% exposed soil: 0.7 x 20 = 14 pts.)

_______ Apparent change or active erosion since last inspection: Major change (6)

Gravel (2)

Minor change (3)

_______ Subtotal

_______ Total Score

Additional Information:
Evidence of causes of erosion:

__ water running over bank

__ obstacles in the stream

__ ice and debris scour

__ mowing to edge of bank

__ tributary entering

__ channel migration

Stream bottom (estimate % of each):

bedrock ____%

boulders ____%

cobbles _____%

gravel (0.1” – 2”) ____% sediment (<0.1”) ____%
Mean water depth (in.):
Plant species observed:

Riffle ______

Run ______

Pool ______

Glide ______

____________________________

_______________________________

____________________________

_______________________________

____________________________

_______________________________
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Appendix B: Restoration Technique Illustrations
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Appendix C: Invasive Plant Species

The following invasive plant species were observed growing in riparian areas on Sucker Brook. Of
particular concern is Giant Hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum), which was found on the left (east)
bank of the stream at the City lot north of West Avenue, and on the left bank south of West Avenue
next to Dobbs service station.
Giant Hogweed
Giant Hogweed, Heracleum mantegazzianum, is a
native of Eurasia, and a member of the carrot and
parsley family. It was brought to North America in
the early 1900s as a landscape plant, escaped
cultivation and has become established in rich,
moist soils along roadsides, stream banks and
disturbed areas.
Giant Hogweed is on the Federal Noxious Weed
list, which makes it unlawful to sell, propagate or
transport the plant.
The plant grows to 8-14 feet at maturity, has
hollow, ridged stems with coarse hairs and purple
blotches. The leaves are sharply and unevenly
lobed, and can be up to 5 feet wide. The white
flower umbels appear mid-summer in clusters
above the leaves and may reach 2 feet across. It is
easy to confuse Giant Hogweed with cow parsnip or angelica, which have similar features, but do not
reach the mature size of Giant Hogweed. Avoid these look-alikes if you are not sure which plant it is.
Giant Hogweed is phytotoxic, and is a health hazard because of its potential to cause sever skin
irritation, burning blisters or even scarring on susceptible people. The plants should not be touched
with bare hands, and children should be kept away from hogweed plants. Wash immediately with soap
and water if you touch the leaves or sap.
Remove hogweed plants before they flower and spread seed. Wear protective clothing and dispose of
entire plants, secured in bags, to a landfill, or spray with an herbicide such as glyphosate.
Japanese Knotweed
Polygonum cuspidatum, sometimes called Japanese Bamboo or Mexican bamboo, is an herbaceous
perennial which forms dense stands about 4 to 8 feet high. It can reproduce by seed or by large
rhizomes that spread rapidly underground. The broadly ovate leaves are 5 to 7 inches wide and nearly
heart-shaped at full size. The small greenish white flowers form in upright panicles above the leaves in
August and September. Female flowers tend to droop. The stout stems are hollow and bamboo-like
and usually have few branches. It was introduced to the United Kingdom from Japan in 1825 and from
there to North America in the late nineteenth century, where it occurs in the east, midwest, and coastal
areas in Washington and Oregon.
Japanese knotweed emerges in early spring and grows up to 3 inches per day, easily out-competing
virtually all other plants for light. New leaves on the young plants are reddish and curled. It can be
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found in open sites such as stream banks, wetlands, along roads and disturbed areas, but does not thrive
in shaded areas such as forests. It spreads primarily by rhizomes (“root runners”) and will even
emerge through asphalt.
Small stands can be controlled by repeated
cutting, beginning in early spring.
Digging is not recommended, as even
fragments of the rhizomes can regenerate.
There has been some success with shading
small stands with heavy black plastic once
the plants have emerged. Large stands are
probably best controlled with chemicals
such as glyphosate or picloram, however
most chemicals are not recommended for
use near water, and repeated applications
will be necessary. Native plants should be
re-established once the knotweed has been
controlled.
Shrub Honeysuckle
Exotic shrub honeysuckles (Lonicera spp.) can be distinguished from native honeysuckles by their
pubescent (hairy) leaves and their red or yellow berries. Native honeysuckles have blue or black
berries. The shrubs are multi-stemmed, opposite branching and range in height from 6 to 20 feet. The
opposite leaves are simple, oblong to elliptic and the paired axillary flowers are showy with white,
yellow or pink corollas. The fruits are red, or rarely yellow, fleshy berries that are edible for wildlife.
The most common exotic honeysuckles,
Lonicera maackii, L. morrowii and L.
tatarica, are native to Russia or Asia, and
were brought to the United States as
ornamentals in the late 19th century. These
shrubs have adapted to a wide range of soils
and a variety of habitats. They have been
found in disturbed areas such as urban
forests, railroad and road rights-of-way, and
in abandoned agricultural land, along
streams and in fencerows. They will grow
in full sun and in partial shade and
demonstrate vigorous growth.
Honeysuckles usually leaf out before all
other deciduous plants, quickly shading out native plant competitors. Shrub nesting birds such as
robins and wood thrushes take advantage of the early leaf-out to nest in honeysuckles, and become
easy targets for predators like raccoons because, unlike many other shrubs, honeysuckles lack thorns to
deter the animals.
In areas where honeysuckles dominate, they provide winter food for birds however, the fruit has a low
fat content and bitter taste. These shrubs reproduce almost exclusively by seeds, which are readily
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dispersed by birds, and short-term seed viability is high. There are no significant diseases or pests.
There are no known biological controls of Lonicera spp.
Mechanical controls include grubbing or pulling seedlings for small populations, or repeated cutting
for mature shrubs. Honeysuckles easily resprout from roots, therefore a combination of cutting each
year before the plants produce seed, and subsequent removal of root systems, is recommended. Winter
cutting should be avoided as it encourages vigorous spring regrowth. Prescribed burning annually for
several years will inhibit new shoot growth, but should also be accompanied by removing roots.
In large stands herbicide applications may be necessary to control exotic honeysuckles. Glyphosate or
triclopyr can be used as foliar sprays or cut stump sprays, and should be applied late in the growing
season.
Multiflora Rose
Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) was introduced from Japan in the late 1800s and planted as
hedgerows or “living fences” in pastures and to provide food and shelter for pheasants, quail and
songbirds. It is now considered a noxious weed in several states.
Multiflora rose, also known as rambler rose, is a thorny
shrub with compound leaves divided into 5-11 oval
serrated leaflets. The stems grow long and arching,
forming dense thickets that shade out native plants. The
shrub produces clusters of fragrant white one-inch flowers
in late spring, and small red hips in summer. One
multiflora rose can produce up to 1,000,000 seeds from
these hips, and can also spread by rooting at the tip of the
arching stems that reach the ground. Birds provide the
primary means of seed dispersal, and increase germination
potential by passing the seeds through their digestive
system.
Multiflora rose is very adaptable and can prosper in a wide
range of soil, moisture and light conditions. You may find
the shrubs in old fields, along streambanks and roadsides
and even in hardwood forests. The shrub is of major concern to farmers. It invades pastures and
cropland, out-competing crops for nutrients, and livestock will not consume it.
Repeating mowing several times a year will control the spread of multiflora rose, but on difficult
terrain (pond embankments, roadside ditches, forested areas) other methods such as hand cutting or
herbicide sprays are effective. It will take several years to control regrowth. For very dense stands,
use a bulldozer to knock down the clumps, and follow up with several mowings to control resprouting.
Controlled burning may control growth of the shrub, but resprouting will be a concern with this
management technique as well.
After these control methods are utilized, reseed the area with grasses and native shrubs that can tolerate
annual mowing.
Garlic Mustard
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Garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata) invades forested communities and edge habitats, has no known
natural enemies in North America, is self-fertile, and difficult to eradicate once established. Garlic
mustard is one of the few alien herbaceous species that invades and dominates the understory of
forested areas in North America. The best and most effective control method for A. petiolata is to
prevent its initial establishment.
Garlic mustard seedlings emerge in spring and overwinter as basal
rosettes. In the spring of the second year the rosettes produce
flower stalks, set seed, and subsequently die. Basal leaves are
dark-green and kidney-shaped with scalloped edges, 2-4″ in
diameter. Stem leaves are alternate, sharply-toothed, triangular, and
average 1-3″ long, gradually reducing in size toward the top of the
stem. New leaves produce a distinct garlic odor when crushed.
The plants usually produce a single unbranched flower stalk.
Flowers are produced in spring and consist of four white petals that
narrow abruptly at the base. Seeds ripen and disperse between June
and September. Adult plants average 2-3′ tall at the time of
flowering.
Garlic mustard grows on most soil types, frequently grows in
well-fertilized sites, and is common in stream-associated habitat. A.
petiolata spreads exclusively by seeds, which are transported on
boots, by roadside mowing, and by rodents and birds.
The preferred method of control is to remove all Garlic mustard
plants prior to seed production until the seed bank is depleted,
potentially 2-5 years. Cutting of flowering stems at ground level
provides the most effective control with minimal or no side effects, but has a high labor cost. Cutting
with a weed whip may distribute cut stems and seeds across the site; care should be taken to collect
and remove cut material whenever possible. Pulling is very labor intensive but effective if the upper
half of the root is removed. Burning and herbicide application both provide control at a lower labor
cost, but fire may increase total presence of A. petiolata and herbicides may negatively impact native
ground-layer species. In all cases, control must be continued annually until the seedbank is exhausted.
Late fall is usually the preferred season for control, as native plants are dormant.
For more information on invasive plants consult these websites:
www.ipcnys.org
www.tncweeds.ucdavis.edu
plants.usda.gov
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